
Chapter – 14 

INTRODUCTION OF C 

1) Define C-language. 

Ans: C-language is a structured programming language that divides program into many functions. 

 

2) When and who developed C-language? 

Ans: Dennis Ritchie at Bell telephone laboratory developed C-language in 1972 AD. 

 

3) Why is C called middle level language? 

Ans: C is called middle level language because it combines elements of high level language with 

some features of assembler. A high level language tries to give programmer everything through 

built-in language. A low level language forces programmer to define function directly from user 

level. 

 

4) What are the uses of C-language? 

Ans: C is mostly used to write system program such as operating system, language, compiler, text 

editor, language interpreters, utilities, etc. 

 

5) List the basic data types used in C with their memory consumption. 

Ans: The basic data types used in C are: 

 

Data Type Description Byte Range 

Char Character 1 0-256 

Int Integer 2 33767-32767 

Float Single precision 4 6 digits of precision 

Double Double precision 8 12 digits of precision 

6) List the characteristics of C-language. 

Ans: The characteristics are : 

i) It is a high level language with some features of low level language. 

ii) It is mostly used to prepare system software. 

iii) It is structured programming language with function procedure. 

iv) It supports local and global variable. 

v) It has only 32 characters. 

7) What is ‘C’ character sets? 

Ans: Character is a a set of valid characters recognized by ‘C’ language. 

 

8) What is variable?how do you declare a variable in C language? 

Ans: A variable is  the name foer a place in the computers memory where we store some data. 

The general format of declaring a variablein c language is: 

                                          Data type variable name=value; 

                                                              Or 



                                           Data type variable name; 

                                           Variable name=value; 

 

9) What is constant? List the different types of c language constants. 

Ans: Constant are the values that do not challange during the execution of a program. 

The different types of C language constants are: 

                                                                                       Integer constant 

                                                                                       Real constant 

                                                                                       Character constant 

                                                                                       String constant 

10) What is data type? What rae the basic types of data in C lanuage? 

Ans: Data type are means to identify the type data and associated operation of handiling it. 

The basic types of data in C language:- 

                  Char 

                  Int 

                  Float  

                  Double    

 

11) What is data type modifier? List the different typers of data types modifier eith memory 

cobsumption. 

Ans: The type modifiers are the one which defines the amount of storage allocate to the variable. 

The data type modifiers with memory consumption:- 

          

                                                      

 

 

 

 

12) What are operators? What are the different types of C operator? 

Ans: Operators are special symbols that are meant for specific tasks or operators. 

The different types of C operators are:- 

Arithmetic operators 

Assignment operators 

Unary operators 

Relational operators 

Logical operators 

Conditional operators 

 

Modifiers                               Bytes 

Short int                                2 

Long int       4 

Unsigned short                    2 

Unsinged long int               4 

 

 



 

 

 

13) Wha do you mean by selection stastement? List the selection statements of program. 

Ans: Selection statement is a statement that allows the selectiev execution o statemens depending 

on th evalue of ana expression. 

The selection satements of C program are:- 

                                                                               If statement  

                                                                               Switch statement 

14) What do you mean by looping? Name the looping statements provided by C. 

Ans: Looping means executing a series of statemens for a number of times until a certain condition  

is fulfilled. 

The looping statements provided by care:- 

For loop 

While loop  

Do.....while loop 

15) Why is C programming called a pseudo high level language? 

Ans: C programming is also called ‘pseudo high level language’ because of its capacity to access the 

system low level functions. 

16) What are the important elements of C programming? 

Ans: The important elements of C programming are:- 

‘C’ character set 

‘C’ keywoard 

Variables  

Constants 

Operators 

17) What are C keywords? Give examples. 

Ans:- C keywords aer words which have special meaning for the compiler. 

Examples are: auto,break,case,char 

18) How does variable differ from constant? 

Ans: It is different from  constant from constant because variable value change during execution of 

program but constant value doesnt change. 

19) What are arithmetic operators? Name thr arithmetic oprators . 

Ans: Arithmetic operators are the operators that are used for manipulating arithmetic data and 

performs arihmetic operation. 

The arithmetic operators are:- 

   + 

   - 

   * 

   / 

  % 

 



 

 

 

20) What are urinary operators? State the rules of logical operators. 

Ans: The operator that operate on one operand variable or constant is called urinary operator. 

The logical ooperator are: 

1) // It connects two expression into one. 

2) && operators connects two  expression into one. Both expession must be true for the overall   

expression must be true for the overall expression to be true 

3) ! operator reverses the “true” of an expression 

 

21) What is logical operator? 

Ans: The operator that connects two or more relational expression into one  or reverse the logical of 

an expression is called lgical operator. 

22) What is the differnce between selection statement and looping statement. 

Ans: 

         

 

 

 

 

  

 

23) Why is C language popular  than QBASIC? 

Ans: Due to the following reasons C language is popular than QBASIC 

1) It is reliable, simple and easy ot use  

2) Programs written in Care efficient and fast 

3) It occupies less memory space 

4) Programs written in C can be reused 

24) List any two features of C language. 

Ans: Any two features are:- 

1) It has 32 keywords. 

2) It combines elements of a high level language with some features of  assembler. So, it is 

called middle level language. 

25) List the basic datatypes of C language. 

Ans: The basic data types of C language are: 

1) Char 

2) Int 

3) Float 

4) Double 

 

 

Selection statement                                            looping statement 

It allows selective execution of statement     It allows a set of instruction to be repeated                

Based on a condition haing cerain value        a no. of times 

 

A 

 

 



26) What do you mean by source code and object code? 

Ans: The instructions written using C language is known as source code. 

Thr machine – readable code which is obtained after translation is called object code. 

 

27) What is structured programming ? 

Ans: The programming that follows a top- down approach, on which developers seperate the overall 

program structure into different sub selection is calles structured programming. 

28) Write any two advantages of structured programming ? 

Ans: The two advantages of structured programming are: 

1) It is easy to design code and test the program modules independently 

2) It is possible to use a single module in different in different places which reduces program 

codes.    

29) Write down the features of C- language. 

Ans: The features of structured language are: 

1) C is the structured programming language. 

2) C has powerful set of operators. 

3) C is a high level programming language. 

4) C contains very less number of keywords 

30) Comparing C and QBASIC languages. 

Ans: 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

31) What is top-down designing model? 

Ans: Dividing a complex task into many small modules into order to perform the task is called top-

down design. 

32) Mention the advantages of C language. 

Ans: Advantages of C language: 

1) Readability 

2) Maintainability 

3) Portability 

4) Reusability 

QBASIC                                                                                  C 

1)It is high level language                                       1) It is middle level language 

2)It is used to design application software           2)It is used to design system software 

3)It supports both function and sub procedure   3)It supports only sub procedure. 

4)It has limited data type & around 159               4)It has wide range of data types and has        

Keywords.                                                                   32 Keywords only 

 

 



33) What are different types of C language? 

Ans: Different types of C language are: 

1) Common C 

2) ANSI C 

34) What do you mean by source code and object code? 

Ans: The machine readable code written which is obtained after the translation is called object code. 

The instructions writen using C language C language is known as source code. 

35) What are the advantages of C language? 

Ans: the advantages of C language are:- 

1) It is machine independent programming language 

2) It is easy to learn and implemented C language 

3) It can be implemented from mobile deviceto mainframe computers. 

4) It is the mother of all modern programming language like pythin, pearl 5 and PHP 

36) What are the disadvantages of C language? 

Ans: The disadvantages of C languages are:- 

1) There is no runtime checking. It has poor errors detection sytem. 

2) On large programs , it is hard to find errors. 

3) There is no strick type checking int data type to float variables. 

4) It doesnot support morden programming methodologies oriented programming language. 

37) What is token on () 

Ans: A token is a source program text that the compiler does not break down into compontnt 

elements. 

38) What is comment? How it is written? 

Ans: Comment is a sequence of characters which are embedded inside source code in specific 

Pattern. 

If we want to place one line of comment, we can write comment after double forward slashes(//) 

but if we want to place some blocks of comments in a program, we can write comments starting by 

forward slash asterisk(/*) and multiple lines of comment and ending with asterisk forward slash(*/). 

39) What is keyword? Write some of hte keywords. 

Ans: Keywords are the reserved words which have standard, presefined meaninig in C language. 

Some of the keywords are aito, break, case,if etc. 

40) What is datatype? What are its types? 

Ans: Datatype is a classification and identifying ane of various types of data.the types are:- 

1) Primary datatype 

2) Secondary datatype 

41) What is consonant in C? What are its types? 

Ans: A consonant is an identifier whose value cannot be changed throught the problem execution 

whereas the value keeps changing. Its types are:-  

1) Numeric 

2) Character 

 



 

42) What are the attributesof variable? 

Ans: Its attributes are:- 

1) The name (int a=5 ‘a’ is a variable name) 

2) The value (value of a is 5) 

3) The memory address. 

4) The memory size taken at memory. 

43) What do you mean by control structure? List its types. 

Ans: The statements that can alter the flow of a sequence of instructions in the program are called 

control statement. 

Its types are:- 

1) Jumping statements 

2) Selection or conditional statements 

3) Looping statements 

44) What do you mean by control flow ststement? List its types. 

Ans: Those statements which modify the flow of execution by employing decision making, looping 

and branching, enables your program to conditionally excute particular blocks of code. 

Its types are:- 

1) Jumping statements 

2) Selection or Condiional satements 

45) Define the terms branching and jumping. 

Ans: Branching refers to enabling your program to conditionally execute particular blocks of code. 

Jumping statement is used to jump from one point in program to another. 

46) What is nested looping? Write an example. 

Ans: If there is  another loop inside a loop then the looping structure is called nested loop. 

FOR...NEXT Loop inside a FOR...NEXT Loop. 

47) Define counter and accumulator in terms looping. 

Ans: A counter is a variable which controls the loop statement and provides the track to run the loop 

statement in certain number times. 

Accumulator is a numeric variable which accumulates the values in a loop statement. 

48) What is function? List the types of function used in QBASIC? 

Ans: The function are the pre-defined formula or program code to perform the specific task. 

The two types of function are: 

1) Mathematical function 

2) String function.    

   

 

 

 

 

 



49) List out any five meritss of C. 

Ans: Five merits of C are:- 

1) C is a general-purpose programming language. 

2) C is a structured programming language.  

3) C is a standarglized programming language. 

4) It contains the modern methods of coding loops. 

5) It has high effeciency.   

50) Why is flexibility one of the demerits of C programming? 

Ans: Flexibility is one of the demerits of C programming because the flexibility provided in C can be a 

problem for an inexperienced programmer , because a mistake in a program will often result in 

some valid although unwanted interpretation. 

51) How can comments be included within a C program? What is the purpose of including the 

comments? 

Ans: Comments can be inserted almost anywhere a space can appear. 

The purpose of including the comments is use of appropriate comments in proper places increase 

readability and understandability of the program and helps users in debugging and testing 

52) What symbol terminates every C statement? 

Ans: } symbol terminate every C statements. 

53) What delimiters are used to specify the begining? 

Ans: & end of  a group of instructions to be excluded. 

54) List out the convention of naming C variable. 

Ans: The convention of naming C variables are: 

1) Variables must start within an underscore or a letter. 

2) The remaining characters must be letters, nembers or the underscore. 

3) No other characters can be used. 

55) What are integar variables? List its types. 

Ans: The variables used to store whole number are called integar variables.  

Its types are: int, short, long, unsigned short, unsigned long.  

56) What are conversation specifiers? List them with their meaning and purpose. 

Ans: The convention characters tell the compiler what data types variable or string will be. 

1) % d int. 

2) % f float or double.  

3) % e float or double, output in scientific notation.  

4) % c character.  

5) % character string.   


